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1. Introduction

Due to the complexity and susceptibility of the
mammographic domain, the necessity of having a reliable
domain knowledge base is crucial (Idoudi and al., 2014).
Since, ontologies provide a formal, structured knowledge
representation, and have the advantage of being reusable
and shareable; numerous ontological representations have
been proposed in literature MammOnto (Hu and al., 2003)
GIMI Mammography Ontology (Taylor and Toujilov, 2012),
BCGO (Tutac, 2010). Although these proposals are rich
in terms of concepts relations and axioms, they do not
consider instances or individuals. In fact, the latter are
relevant in the scope of the mechanisms related with
Information Retrieval (Park and al., 2011) (Chen and al.,
2010), Service Discovery (Zhang and al., 2009), Question
Answering (Yang and al., 2009), and Searching for
contents and information (Jiang and al., 2009). To
overcome this limitation, we propose an ontology learning
(i.e, ontology population) approach related to the
mammographic domain. In fact, the implementation of
mammography acquisition systems makes available a
large volume of information (mammography, IRM, etc.)
providing a decisive competitive knowledge. In order to be
reusable, these information needs to be processed and
archived within a structured knowledge base. To this end,
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we propose, initially, to transform the medical image into
a local ontological representation in order to semantically
formalize the image content in terms of concepts and
relations. However, this transformation is pervaded with
uncertainty and ambiguity. To this end, we propose to
handle uncertain information with the use of the possibility
theory. After generating, a possibilistic local ontology for
each imaging modality (RMI, mammography), we proceed
to merge, for each case, its relative ontologies in order to
obtain a unique representation which refers to an instance
or individual. The case’s entities are then mapped to
concepts, attributes and semantic relations of a given
global ontology (the knowledge base target).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 presents a survey of recent works dealing with image
based knowledge modelling using ontologies and ontology
population; the following section gives the basic notions
of the ontology paradigm and the possibility theory; the
next section describes the proposed approach as well as
its main steps; and finally, the last section provides
experimentations tests and validation results.

2. Related Works

Ontologies are widely used in different domains to
conceptualize the domain knowledge. To construct domain
ontologies multiple sources are used: text, images,
signals, etc. Most studies used text to construct domain
ontologies in order to formalize the corresponding
knowledge. Several approaches used images to define a
domain knowledge. This requires a transforming step of
the image to an ontology. In this context, Gowsikhaa and
al. (Gowsikhaa and al., 2012) proposed an approach to
build an ontology from an image. First, three types of
features are extracted from the image: Shape features,
color features, and texture features. Then, a classification
step is performed to group similar entities according to
the domain specification in classes. These entities used
to manually construct the ontology by defining concepts
and relations in accordance with the domain terminology.
Finally, the ontology is instantiated by the features values
extracted from the image. Wang and al. (Wang and al.,
2008) constructed a multi-modal ontology. It is constructed
from an image and the Wikipedia text. The ontology is
defined by words from Wikipedia and features extracted
from the image. From the visual characteristics, 16
concepts are defined to describe the color and the texture
of the image. Iskandar and al. (Iskandar and al. 2007) use
the “Equal Weight Linear Combination” (EWLC) technique
for annotating an image with the corresponding concepts.
The latter, are used to specify the ontology. The ontology
is enriched by new concepts obtained from other images.
In (Liu and al., 2010), authors proposed to transform an
image to an ontology using low-level features (color
features, shape features and texture features) and SIFT
(Scale Invariant Feature Transform) characterizing entities
contained in the image. Wang and Yang (Wang and Yang,
2011) proposed an approach to model the content of an
image with a specific ontology. At first, different features

are extracted from an image. These features are grouped
into classes characterized by relations. This step provides
a knowledge base used to annotate the image. Finally,
the ontology is constructed from this annotation.

Ontology population is applied in multiple fields. It uses,
mainly, texts to extract instances and then matches
concepts and relations of instances to the domain
ontology. In (Reyes-Ortiz and al., 2016) an approach is
proposed for ontology population from web services to
facilitate their discovery. Ontology population is performed
from classified web services based on features extracted
from the text. The algorithm creates an instance into the
global ontology with the corresponding category assigned
to a web service. In (Lima and al. 2014) an approach based
on Inductive Logic Programming is proposed for ontology
population from the web. To perform the ontology
population, a semantic similarity is measured between
ontology classes and instance classes. In (Imsombut and
Sirikayon, 2016), an ontology population approach is
proposed for the tourism domain. The methodology is
based on Instance Extraction by CRF method, then
Relation Extraction applying Lexical and syntactic
Patterns. For medical studies, Amato and al. proposed
an approach (Amato and al., 2015), in order to structure
unstructured knowledge from medical records by an
ontological approach. The main object of this study is the
enrichment of a domain ontology. However, it reserves a
population layer for the instantiation of the global ontology
automatically. The population process is performed with
a statistical and semantic approach by matching entities
with RDF triples extracted using semantic tags.

3. Basic Notions

3.1 Ontology
Ontology is a new paradigm used mainly in the semantic
web application. It is defined as a hierarchical specification
(Manzoor and al., 2015) of a particular reality
conceptualization. Ontologies are used in order to formalize
knowledge, in a generic form, by providing a commonly
agreed upon understanding of the domain of interest. They
have been widely put in service of the medical domains to
catch knowledge and to formalize the medical lexicons.
An ontology is constituted basically of concepts (are the
pertinent entities for specification), relations between
concepts, individuals, and axioms. Each concept has
three basic components: labels, attributes, and relations.
Labels designate the names used to refer to a particular
concept and can include a set of synonyms that refer to
the same entity. Attributes represent the set of
characteristics (or features) of a concept that describe
the concept in details. Finally, relations are used to
represent the different associations among the concepts
and to represent consequently the general structure to
the ontology (Guber, 1993). For example, a mammogram
is a concept within the mammographic domain, whereas
relations designate the interactions between revealed
concepts, for example, mammogram classified_as Bi-
Rads3 (Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System), that’s
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to say, the concepts mammogram and Bi-Rads3 are
related via the relationship classified_as.

An ontology O is a four-tuple (C, R, I, A), where:

• C is a set of concepts,

• R is a set of relations,

• I is a set of instances,

• A is a set of axioms

3.2 Possibility Theory
Extracted information from images often suffers from
imperfections due to some conditions. The most
considered imperfections are:

• Imprecision: which means that the information is
insufficient to understand the case. Ex. “The mass
diameter is between 2cm and 3cm.”

• Uncertainty: which means that the information is
unknown if it is true or false. Ex. “The mass can be
malignant”. There is two cause for this imperfection: the
variability of phenomena and the incomplete nature of the
information (Dubois and Prade, 1988)

• Ambiguity: which means that the information admits
different interpretations. Ambiguity is the miss of the
specificity of a situation. Ex. “The left breast contains a
pathological zone”.

Many theories have been introduced to handle these
imperfections. Possibility theory is a relatively new theory
devoted to handle uncertainty in the context where the
available knowledge is only expressed in an ambiguous
form. This theory was first introduced by Zadeh (Zadeh,
1978) and developed by Dubois and Prade (Dubois and
Prade, 1988). It is, principally, based on the possibility
measure, called  which is a membership function with
values in [0,1]. That is to say a coefficient is assigned to
every case that express the degree of the possibility
occurrence of the case. (C) = “0” refers to impossible
case, while  (C) = “1” signifies that the case is totally
possible. Nevertheless, some cases and their
complements could exist at the same time (the possibility
of a case C is evaluated to 1 and the possibility of its
complement Cc is also evaluated to 1). For this situation,
the possibility measure is not enough to describe the
uncertainty of the case. Hence, a necessity measure
function (denoted N) is developed by Dubois (Dubois,
1980). This measure, express the degree of the certainty
of a case characterized by a specific possibility
distribution. N(C) = “0” implies that the case is very
uncertain while N(C) = “1” indicates that the certainty of
the case is absolute.

Relations between Possibility and Necessity Measures
are expressed by these equations:

(1)

∀A ∈ ρ (Ω) N(A) = INFx∉A (1 − π(x)) (2)

Π(A) ≥ N(A) (3)

Max (Π(A), 1− N(A)) = 1 (4)

If N(A) ≠ 0 Then Π(A) = 1 (5)

If Π(A)  ≠ 1 Then N(A) = 0 (6)

N(A) ≤ Pr (A)  ≤ Π(A) (7)

with Pr (A): the probability measure associated to A.

3. Proposed Approach

The proposed approach process two images as input to
populate a domain ontology. It is composed of four stages
as illustrated in in Figure 1: the first stage aims to model
the knowledge extracted from an image in a local ontology
based on an existing domain ontology; the next stage
attempts to fuse the two local ontologies into one global
ontology which represents an instance of the domain
knowledge; the third stage performs the ontology
instantiating; and finally, the last stage aims to validate
the ontology making by checking its consistency.

Figure 1. The proposed approach

3.1 Image based Ontology Extraction
The proposed method for the local ontologies construction
using an image is based on an anterior work (Ben Salem
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and al., 2016). As explained in this works, the method is
defined according three levels: the low level processing in
order to extract the region of interest, the intermediate
level for the visual features extraction and the high level to
extract semantic features. The latter are mapped to a
domain ontology then used to specify the local ontology.
Figure 2 shows the different steps followed to obtain this
local ontology.

The low level processing aims to extract the salient regions
following two steps. The first step is a preprocessing step
aiming to enhance the quality of the image, reduce the
noise and eliminate the non significant forms (labels,
artifacts, etc). This step is performed by applying the RID
(Regularized Isotropic Diffusion) Filter. In the segmentation
step, the relevant regions of the image are extracted using
the Level Set method. Figure 4 depicts examples of the
segmentation step of a pathological form from a

Figure 2. Multi-level procedure to extract ontology from an image

Figure 3. The segmentation step

mammography image (Figure 3 (a)) and another one from
a breast MRI image (Figure 3 (b)).

The intermediate level aims to specify visual features,
which can be extracted from segmented forms. Using
these forms we compute several characteristics such as
the shape (area, diameter, circumscribed ellipse, etc),
the contour (perimeter, convexity, etc) and the texture
(Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix GLCM). The different
features are collected into a numeric signature file (cf.
Figure 4). This level represents the bridge allowing pass-
ing from the low level representation of data to the se-
mantic meaning of entities by computing some param-
eters (Circularity, compactness, etc).

Figure 4. The feature extraction step

The last level (High level) of processing, attempts to, firstly,
deduce the semantic characteristics from the visual
primitives according to certain rules predefined in a rule
base. As example of rules, we propose:

• “If Circularity = 1 Then The form is circle”;

• “If the compactness < s Then the contour is irregular”
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(where s: a threshold value).

These rules are defined according directions from experts.
To deal with imperfections that can affect the deduced
information, we specify some features (shape, contour,
localization, distribution, size) as possibilistic features.
Then, a possibility measure is assigned to each one of
them. This measure indicates the degree of the
correctness of a semantic characteristic to a
corresponding descriptor. Different possibility distributions
are defined by some parameters according to expert’s
recommendation. The possibility measure assigned to a
certain feature is, then, computed as the minimum values
of measures selected from distributions defined for
parameters specifying this feature. These semantic
characteristics are specified in a semantic signature
illustrated by an extract in the Figure 5.

In a second step, these semantic features are mapped to
a domain ontology. In the context of the breast knowledge
definition, we use the “Mammo” Ontology specified in
(Idoudi and al., 2016). Figure 6 represents an extract from
the “Mammo” Ontology. The different features are mapped Figure 5. Extract from the semantic signature of an image

to the concepts defined in the ontology specification. This
process results in a local ontology characterized by
weights that represent a possibilistic measures. The local
ontology is described by the Figure 7 and the Figure 8.

Figure 6. Extract from The Mammo Domain Ontology

Figure 7. The Local Ontology Definition
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Figure 8. Detailed Concepts of the local ontology

Figure 9. The relation specification of the local ontology

Figure 10. The fusion process

The syntactic similarity measure is applied to attributes
defined syntactically according to the Equation Eq 08.

Relations between entities are defined according to the
position of the different objects in the image. As shown in
the Figure 9 we propose two types of relations:

• Direction relations which specifies the spatial position
of an object in relation with another object;

• Topology relation which defines the link between two
objects (connected, disconnected or overlapped). The
resulting local ontology describe formally the set of the
pathological objects contained in an image.

3.2 Ontologies Fusion
In a fusion process, the most important step is the
similarity measure. To perform the fusion between the local
ontologies constructed from each modality, two main
steps are followed: the similarity measure step applied to
the extracted local ontologies and the fusion step (cf.
Figure 10). As shown in Figure 10, the similarity measure
and fusion are performed according to the type of the
corresponding concept.

3.2.1 Similarity Measure
To compare local ontologies it is necessary to measure
the similarity between their correspondent objects. Two
similarity measures are used to compare the ontologies:
a possibility measure applied to concepts associated with
possibilistic weights and a syntactic measure applied to
the rest.

Syntactic Similarity Measure

where :
• Ssa is the similarity measure of the ontologies according
to the attribute a.

(8)
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• Val(acli): The value assigned to the attribute ‘a’ of a concept
c in the local ontology i.

Possibilistic Similarity Measure
As some concepts in the local ontology are defined with
attributes to which we assigned a possibility values, it is
necessary to apply a possibilistic similarity measure with
these attributes. Many possibilistic similarity measures
are defined in the literature. We use the Information Affinity
(InfAff) proposed by Jenhani and al. in (Jenhani and al.,
2007). This measure is defined by the Equation Eq 09.

Where:
• DM: One of the variants of the Distance of Minkowski
(Hertz, 2006). For example, the Distance of Manhattan
defined by Equation 10:

• Inc (πi, πj): The Inconsistency measure between πi and πj.
This measure considers the inconsistency of the
intersection of the two possibility distributions.

Overall Similarity
To measure the overall similarity between the concepts of
two local ontologies, we use the equation below:

Where L represents the number of attributes of a concept.

Example:
Let’s take the concept ‘form’ as an example. It disposes
of these attributes: {Round, Oval, Partially_round}

SIA(πRound1, πRound2) = 0, 3; SIA(πoval1, πoval2) = 0, 4 SIA(πPartially_Round,
πPartially_Round) = 0, 8

The overall similarity for the concept ‘form’ is: Sim(C01, C02)
= 1/3 (0.3 + 0.4 + 0.8) = 0.5

Combination
The two kinds of proximity computed above are combined
to form the overall proximity. To this end, we propose the
equation below:

where :

• N : is the number of concepts

• Sk (A01, A02) is the similarity measure between the two set
of attributes A01 and A02 of the concept k; where:

• Sk (A01, A02) = SIA (A01, A02) if A01 and A02 are
attributes associated with possibilistic weights.

• Sk (A01, A02) = Ssa (A01, A02) if A01 and A02are defined
syntacticually.

• wk: A ponderation coefficient defined by the expert as
shown in Table 1.

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

Concepts Ponderation Coefficient wk

Form 0.03
Contour 0.04
Distance 0.1
Center 0.12
Size 0.18
Location 0.3
distribution 0.2
Weight 0.01
Diameters 0.02

Table 1. Ponderation coefficients for attributes

At the end of the comparison process, we obtain a
possibilistic similarity matrix as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. The similarity matrix

3.2.2 Fusion Process
The fusion is performed over the local ontologies using
the similarity degree between different objects. As we use
two types of attributes (possibilistic and deterministic),
two fusion operators are, also, used: a possibilistic
operator for possibilistic attributes and another operator
for deterministic attributes.

Deterministic Fusion
For the deterministic fusion, we combine values of
attributes in an interval. In fact, the sources can provide
not exactly the same value for an attribute. Then to model
this imperfection, we propose to combine the two values
in an interval. The expert, will have an approximate range
of the value.

Example:
For the distance concept, one source provide 2.5 for the
distance from the nipple and the other source provide the
value 2.1 for the same distance. These two values are
combined in the interval [2.1 , 2.5] which means that the
distance of the mass from the nipple is between 2.1 and
2.5.
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Possibilistic Fusion
For the possibilistic fusion, we distinguish three fusion
operators:

• The convergent operators that are used if we assume
that sources are reliable and not contradictory. The most
used operators are T-Norm Operators (Martin, 2005)

• The divergent operators that are used when we have to
collect the maximum of information. The most used
operators are the T-CoNorm Operators (Martin,2005)

• The adaptive operators that are used if we want to get a
maximum of reliable information when we can not decide
about the reliability of sources. An adaptive operator is
proposed by Dubois and Prad in (Dubois and Prade, 1994).
It consists of a convergent operator if the source is reliable
and a divergent operator if the source is not reliable. It is
defined by the equation below:

For our study, as we can not judge the reliability of sources,
we apply the adaptive fusion. We use then the Dubois
and Prad’s equation.

The Figure 12 presents the fusion process of the two
objects ontologies.

(13)

Figure 12. The Fusion process of two local ontologies

3.2.3 Ontology Population
The resulting ontology represents an instance of the
domain ontology. The latter is then instantiated by the
resulting ontology. The instantiating process can be
performed only with deterministic values. Nevertheless,
our ontology is defined by possibilistic weights. For this
reason, we propose a specific ontology population for
possibilistic concepts using a xml file associate with the
corresponding instance in the domain ontology. The
ontology population and enrichment process iterates
through the following steps:

 Algorithm -1

 For each case:

 (1) Ontology population: The instance of the domain
 ontology annotating the medical images is mapped to the
 existing concepts as well as relations.

 (2) Create a xml file (cf. Figure 13) comprising the  possibilistic
degrees related to ambiguous concepts.

 (3) Validation: The ontology consistency is checked by the
 inference engine.

 End For

Figure 13. Extract from an example of an instantiation file

4. Results and Experimentation

The evaluation stage is performed to prove the performance
of our approach and the effectiveness of results. For this
purpose, we use three data sets: the Mini-Mias DataBase
which contains 98 pathological cases for evaluating the
mammography processing; the TCIA (The Cancer Imaging
Archive) Breast MRI DataBase which contains 429 volumes
for 89 subjects for evaluating the MRI processing; and for
the evaluation of the fusion step we dispose of 35
mammography images correspondent to 5 patients, and
134 MRI volume correspondent to the same 5 patients.
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These images are provided by the regional hospital Ben
Arous – Tunisia. The evaluation process is performed
according two steps:

• The local ontology Evaluation

• The fused ontology Evaluation

The instantiating phase is evaluated by the consistency
check as mentioned above.

4.1 Local Ontology Evaluation
The local ontology is constructed from the different
measures calculated from features extracted from the
images processed and it is based on the domain ontology
definition. The Figure 14 shows the experimental procedure
to construct the local ontology from an image.

The local ontology is composed of pathological objects
contained in the used image. In order to evaluate the ac-
curacy of the calculated values for features extraction,
we use a Form Base built from manual extraction by the
expert. We calculate the Mean Square Error (MSE) for
each calculated value and then the average for a patho-

Figure 14. The local ontology construction experimentation process

Data Sets Number of images Number of pathological objects Error Rate

Mammography 98 115 11.504%

MRI 88 38 9.988%

Table 2. Evaluation of the pathological objects specification

logical object. Table 2 depicts the evaluation performance
of the pathological objects specification from images. The
error rate represents the rate of the invalid objects de-
tected. These objects have very different values compared
with the manual extraction made by the expert. This rate
is due, principally, to the high density of the breast im-
aged, and yet, to the imaging conditions.

Then in order to check the performances of local
ontologies, we adopt a two-step procedure:

• First Step: Verification of the ontology contradiction
and its syntactic and semantic consistence.

• Second Step: Validation of the treatment performance.

For the semantic contradiction and semantic consistency
verification, we use a Rule Base build previously and
containing all rules allowing the best verification for
possibilistic concepts. For example:

• “An object can not be a singular distribution and dispersed
distribution simultaneously” is a contradiction rule;
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• “If an object has a round or oval form, it can not have an
irregular contour.” is a consistency rule.

A binary validation matrix is generated verifying the
semantic contradiction and consistency of the ontology
according to the following assumptions:

• If an object contains a contradiction, the corresponding
cell is evaluated to 1, otherwise to 0;

• If the object contains an inconsistency, the corresponding
cell is evaluated to 0, otherwise to 1.

To evaluate the performance of the local ontology
construction step we compute the effectiveness measured
by the equation below:

To evaluate the performance of the local ontology
construction step we compute the effectiveness measured
by the equation below:

As shown in the Table 3, the small number of the contra-
dictory local ontologies and the inconsistent ones proves
the effectiveness of the mammography processing at the
semantic level. In fact, the possibilistic weights assigned
to some attributes, land information that is more adequate
to describe correctly the pathological objects.

effectiveness =
number of correct constructed ontologies
total number of  ontologies constructed

(14)

Mammography 98 4 2 93,877 %

MRI 89 6 4 88.764 %

 Data Set Number of
ontologies

Number of
contradictory

ontologies

 Number of
inconsistent
ontologies

effectiveness

Table 3. The evaluation of the local constructed ontologies

Objects in MGP* Objects in MRI FP TP TN FN P S A R

3 7 1 2 2 0 66.666% 66.666% 80% 100%

Table 4. The evaluation of the ontologies fusion phase

The resulting values evince the performance of the
possibilistic local ontologies for medical knowledge
modeling from mammographic images.

4.2 Fused Ontology Evaluation
The combination phase is evaluated by the results of the
similarity measure step using FP (False Positive), TP (True
Positive), FN (False Negative) and TN (True Negative)
measures as follows:

• FP : Two objects are considered as not similar whereas
really they are similar.

• TP : Two objects are considered as similar and really
they are so.

• TN : Two objects are considered as not similar and
really they are so.

• FN : Two objects are considered as not similar and
really they are similar.

Two objects are considered as similar if the correspondent
possibility measure is greater than 0.8.

Table 4 depicts results obtained for the proposed approach.
The different TP, FP, TN, and FN are used to compute the
precision (P), specificity (S), the accuracy (A), and the
recall (R) rates according to the equations below:

                 TPP =
TP + FP

(15)

S =
TP + FP

TN (16)

A =
TP + TN +  FP + FN

TP + TN

A =
TP

TP + TN

(17)

(18)

* MGP: Mammography
The small number of the data set is due, principally, to
the fact that the MRI investigation tool is too expensive
and it is not intended in all cases. In a breast diagnosis
case, generally, there is few pathological objects
presented in one image, so the comparison procedure is
not, yet, complex. Despite that, results obtained proves
the effectiveness of our solution to fuse information from
two different breast modalities. Comparing results with
the approach proposed in (Hopp and al.,2012) shows the
closeness of the results. In fact, to combine data from
two modalities, authors proposed to make a projection
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from the MRI image and registered it with the
mammographic image. As a result, authors indicate that
the specificity rate is 70% and the accuracy rate is 84%.

The main contribution of our study is to overcome the
problem of the numeric registration of the breast images.
In fact the numeric registration can affect the precision of
results, because of the non-rigidity of the breast organ
and the big difference between the imaging conditions.
Our main focus is to perform the registration between
knowledge extracted from images and then make a high
level combination. The use of ontologies allow us to pass
from the low level representation of the data imaging to
the high level of knowledge representation.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, a new approach was presented for knowledge
fusion extracted from breast medical images taking
advantages of both ontology paradigm and the possibility
theory. On one hand the use of the ontology paradigm to
formalize the image knowledge can reduce significantly
the semantic gap between low level representation of the
features in the image and the high level interpretation of
the studied situation. On the other hand, the possibility
theory can handle the different imperfections which
generally affect medical images. The fusion result is a
local ontology, which describes all the pathological objects
present in the breast organ. This ontology is used to
instantiate a domain mammographic ontology. In this
population phase, we proposed to associate an xml file
to the domain ontology instances. This file contains the
different weights affected to the possibilistic concepts.
Results show the effectiveness of the approach to build a
consistent description of a pathological case in order to
enrich a global domain ontology. The utility of the ontology
population is, mainly, the enrichment of the domain
ontology. In the medical case, this enriched ontology can
be used to help doctors to make a diagnosis. Is consists
of a support that can be used to evaluate a situation
according to similar cases that represent instances in
the domain ontology.
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